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ECONOMICALLY COMPETITIVE
INTERNATIONALLY RESPECTED

A brief introduction to the Isle of Man

he world’s political and financial

landscape has changed

dramatically in recent times  and the

Isle of Man, in common    with many

other nations, is having   to adapt to

meet new realities.

The Isle of Man is facing many

challenges, but we look to the future

with confidence. Our Island nation

and its people are characterised by

an independent spirit and a strong

sense of community loyalty.  

As a Government, we remain

supportive, approachable and flexible

in order to create a nimble, responsive

and business-focused environment,

while nurturing the interests of our

people.

Developing our economy in a

dynamic and sustainable way is at

the very heart of our plans and we

will continue to work hard to build

on our reputation as a leading small

international business centre.

As a respected member of the

international community, the Isle

of Man is at the forefront of best

practice in financial regulation and is

fully committed to playing a positive

role in the global economy.

Being mindful of the need for

countries large and small to develop

even closer working relationships,

this Brief Introduction to the Isle of

Man is offered to provide   our many

partners and friends around the

world with up-to-date and accurate

information about the Island.

Hon Allan Bell MHK

Chief Minister
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Welcome, from the Chief Minister

KEY FACTS

Location:

In the Irish Sea at the heart of the British Isles  

Size: 221 sq. miles (33 miles long by 13 miles wide)

Population: 84,500 (2011 Census) 

Capital: Douglas

The Isle of Man has a distinct cultural and

political identity. 

It is a land of opportunity where people

and business can reach their full potential.

Government policy is to be both

economically competitive and internation-

ally responsible in supporting the interests

of its people.

Scotland

Wales

Ireland

England

Isle of Man

   



A LAND OF
OPPORTUNITY
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he Isle of Man is a land of

opportunity where people 

and business can reach their full

potential.

As a nation, we have embraced our

Freedom to Flourish strategy, which

is designed to promote an inclusive 

society with a high quality of life,

protect our heritage and culture and

raise awareness of the Isle of Man.

People of all ages enjoy a healthy,

active lifestyle and a tremendous

quality of life in the Isle of Man, with

beautiful countryside, very low crime

rates and excellent public services.

One of our most celebrated resi-

dents, World Champion cyclist Mark

Cavendish, epitomises the Island’s

strong sense of national pride and

ability to excel on the international

stage. Mark, the 2011 BBC Sports

Personality of the Year, readily

acknowledges the support he

received during his formative years 

in the Island and he has decided to

give something back to the Manx

community by providing scholarships

to nurture young sporting talent.

He heads a long line of outstanding

cyclists from the Isle of Man, with

Peter Kennaugh and Ben Swift both

crowned World Champions during

the 2012 Track World Cycling

Championships in Australia.

Others are following in their foot-

steps and helping to raise the Island’s

reputation as a centre of international
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sporting excellence and a country

which creates an environment that

enables its young people to flourish.

This was exemplified in 2011 when

the Isle of Man became the first small

nation to host the Commonwealth

Youth Games.



POLITICAL BACKGROUND
AND HISTORY
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he Isle of Man is a self-governing

British Crown Dependency

centrally located in the Irish

Sea between England, Scotland,

Ireland and Wales.

We have our own government, laws

and currency, but are inextricably

linked to the UK through our shared

history, community bonds and

economic partnerships with the City

of London and North West business

community.

Over the centuries, the Island has

been ruled by Norse, Scots and

English Kings and by sovereign Lords

of Mann from 1406 until 1765, when

it was acquired by the British Crown.

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, ‘Lord

of Mann’, is our Head of State and is

represented in the Island by the

Lieutenant Governor.

Tynwald, the Isle of Man’s parliament,

was founded more than 1,000 years
ago and is recognised as the oldest

continuous parliament in the world.

The Manx political system is not

based on party politics, and our

ministerial style of government is led

by the Chief Minister and acts by

consensus. This has helped to create

an environment of political stability

and an approachable Government

that promotes social inclusion and

economic growth.

As a mature and respected nation,

the Isle of Man increasingly represents
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its own interests in international

affairs and remains fully committed

to developing its relations with other

countries around the world.



A DIVERSE ECONOMY
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
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he Isle of Man is a leading

international business centre

renowned for innovation, profession-

alism and a long-standing policy

of positive engagement with

international initiatives and standards.

Perhaps best known for its financial

services industry, the Island has suc-

cessfully encouraged the diversifica-

tion of its economy in recent years

and is now home to a wide range of

high performing sectors, including:

n Aircraft registration

n Clean-tech and bio-tech

n E-business and e-gaming

n Film

n Local food production

n High-tech manufacturing

n Ship and superyacht registration 

and management

n Space commerce

n Tourism 

High-tech manufacturers produce

essential components for use in sectors

such as aerospace, space, laser surgery

equipment and gas and oil. Our

Aerospace Cluster, which encompasses

companies involved with design,

manufacturing and service provision,

forms part of the UK’s North West

Aerospace Alliance.

The Isle of Man, which maintains

the AAA rating from Moody’s, provides

an important gateway to route funds

to other international finance centres,

T most significantly the City of London.

In the third quarter of 2011, the Island

provided net financing of $38.2billion

to the UK financial system.

We are the market leader in non-

UK AIM listings, with a market share

of 18.6% and a market capital of £1.14 

billion.

The Isle of Man film sector has

been involved in more than 96 film

and television productions since

1995, including the 2012 Oscar

nominated animation Chico and Rita.

Businesses locating to the Island

will find a stable political system and

strong economic development

ethos, a highly skilled workforce,

along with a world class telecoms

and power infrastructure.



AT THE FOREFRONT OF
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
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he Isle of Man strives to be a

model of political stability,

transparency and financial  supervision.

The Isle of Man is at the forefront

of best practice in international

regulation and has been praised by

global bodies including the OECD,

G20 and IMF for its  commitment to

upgrading financial and supervisory

standards.

The OECD recently confirmed the

Isle of Man as one of only twelve

reviewed countries found to have all 

elements of effective information

exchange in place; and the Financial

Stability Board included the Island in

the highest category of co-operative

jurisdictions in a report produced for

the G20.

These recent independent endorse-

ments have provided further recogni-

tion at a global level that the Isle of

Man is a well-regulated and respected

country with a diverse, successful

economy equipped to deal with

turbulent economic times.

Engaging with the international

community on key tax issues remains

a priority for the Isle of Man. In 2011

we moved towards the automatic

exchange of tax information on

savings, under the EU Savings

Directive, becoming one of the first

non-EU countries to automatically

share bank account information with

European Union member states.

This continued the work started

more than a decade ago when the

Island helped the OECD to develop its

model Tax Information Exchange

Agreement. We have since taken a

leading role in this field – earning a

place on the OECD’s ‘White List’ of

countries complying with global tax

standards.

The Island is recognised as being at

the forefront of international efforts to
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tackle money laundering and we will

continue to respond to evolving world

standards alongside major developed

economies.



THE ‘CAN DO’
ISLAND
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or businesses and residents,

the Isle of Man offers many

advantages, all enhanced by our

reputation for having a ‘can-do’

approach to business and life.

Businesses benefit from professional

expertise, our supportive and respon-

sive Government, world-class 

telecoms and power infrastructure and

sound financial regulation.

The Government and private sector

enjoy a close working relationship.

Ministers are accessible, which

means ideas are heard and acted

upon. This enables us to be agile,

responsive and well placed to react

to the challenges of the global econ-

omy.

The Isle of Man also has a highly

skilled and adaptable workforce

which supports the needs of busi-

ness to grow and flourish. We have developed a clear and

simple tax regime for local and inter-

national businesses. 

For people relocating businesses to

the Island or starting up new ones,

the Department of Economic

Development provides support

through its Financial Assistance

Scheme and can offer the advice of a 

dedicated business development

manager.
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Further information on the services

and support provided by the

Department can be found at: 

www.whereyoucan.im



A KEY COMMERCIAL PARTNER TO THE 
UK AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY
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he Isle of Man has been

described as a ‘core asset’

to the City of London with a ‘long

standing and much valued

partnership’.

The Island’s economy and strategy is

aligned with many of the goals of the

UK’s national growth strategy which is

to grow in a sustainable, balanced and

shared way ‘across the country and

between sectors of the economy’ (BIS).

According to independent research

conducted by Ernst & Young the

Island could assist the UK in meeting

its strategy for growth in these ways:

n The Isle of Man advanced engineering

and aerospace cluster is a key

contributor to the growth of the UK

North West aerospace cluster

n The Isle of Man ICT infrastructure

and favourable IP laws strongly foster

the growth of the digital economy 

n Many Isle of Man high tech

companies are preparing to grow in

the clean-tech sector, leveraging on 

existing expertise

n The Isle of Man has strong links

with major emerging markets such as

China, India and other fast growing 

economies through the AIM market.

The Isle of Man has been described

by former Lord Mayor Sir David Lewis

as a ‘core asset’ to the City of

London, providing significant benefits

to the City and the UK economy.

Another Lord Mayor Alderman David

Wootton commended the ‘long-

standing and much valued partnership’

between the Island and the City.  

This strong contribution to the UK

was recognised by an independent

review conducted on behalf of HM

Treasury (Foot Report) which

acknowledged that the Isle of Man

makes a significant contribution to

the UK economy, by providing a

gateway to route funds to the City

and by servicing the financial needs

of many UK nationals living abroad. 

Whilst the Isle of Man is not a

member of the EU, Manx goods can

be freely moved within the EU.

Citizens of member states are entitled
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to reside in the Island without restric-

tion and to work if granted an Isle of

Man work permit.  

The Chinese Government

‘Forecast’ Think Tank has concluded:

‘The Isle of Man, with its special

investment environment, allows

China to choose it as the bridgehead

to the EU market’.

ADS, the premier trade organisation

for all companies operating in the UK

Aerospace, Defence, Security and

Space sectors, has established a

regional office in the Isle of Man.

This represents a big step forward

for the promotion of the Island’s

manufacturing and space sectors,

further integrating our sectors with

the UK.



INNOVATIVE AND
ENTERPRISING
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he Isle of Man has earned a

global reputation for its

pioneering spirit and history of

innovation.

The Island’s own Industrial

Revolution in the 19th Century was

derived from the ingenious harness-

ing of water power on an ambitious

scale. The construction of the Great

Laxey Wheel, the largest of its kind in

the world, enabled the mining of

substantial amounts of zinc and lead.

The Isle of Man was also among

the first countries to give women the

vote in 1881 and more recently led

the way as the first country in

Western Europe to allow 16 and 17

year olds to vote in national elec-

tions.

In 1824 Sir William Hillary, a Manx

resident, created the lifeboat service

which later became the Royal

National Lifeboat Institution, and its

volunteers continue to this day sav-

ing lives in the waters around the

British Isles and Ireland.

Today, the running of the TT Zero

event, during the world-famous TT

motorcycle races, marks a significant

step in the transition from carbon-

based fuels. It also showcases the Isle

of Man at the forefront of developing

eco-technologies.

A leading country for the location

of companies involved in the space

industry, the Isle of Man was 

chosen by the International Space

University (ISU) as the location for

their first ever international institute 

– the International Institute of Space

Commerce.

T Optics manufactured by an Island

company helped the Phoenix Mars

Lander project find evidence of water

on Mars.

The Isle of Man has been ranked

alongside the United States, Russia,

China and India as one of the world’s

leading space nations most likely to

lead to a return of flights to the

moon.



LOOKING TO THE 
FUTURE
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The Isle of Man is required, by

a self-imposed law, to budget

for a surplus in its annual spending

from the proceeds of direct and

indirect taxation.

In common with many countries, the

Island is facing fiscal pressures but is

applying this inherently disciplined

approach to our budgeting in order to

ensure a sustainable future. In pursuing

economic growth and budget rebal-

ancing, the Government aims to protect

the vulnerable, supporting a society that

is caring, compassionate and fair.

The Island also plays a key role in

helping other countries respond to

changing international standards by

delivering the Small Countries

Financial Management Programme in

conjunction with the World Bank,

Commonwealth Secretariat, Small

States Network for Economic

Development and Oxford University.

The Island looks forward to

welcoming the 2014 Homecoming

of the North American Manx

Association.

The Island will continue to

respond positively to changes in the

world’s political and financial landscape

as it works towards building on a

record of 26 years of unbroken

economic growth. 

Would you like to become a Global

Friend of the Isle of Man?

We are continually seeking to build

our relationships with  other countries,

governments, businesses, opinion

leaders and decision makers.

The Isle of Man has many enthusi-

astic supporters around the world

who promote our interests overseas.

But we are always keen to hear from

people who wish to become ‘Friends

of the Isle of Man’ and join our efforts

to raise global awareness of the

Island around the world.
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If you would like to learn more

about the Isle of Man – or are in a

position to reach out to others and

share your enthusiasm – please visit

www.gov.im/cso/friends.aspx and

submit your details using the online

form.

We will keep you updated on all

the latest Island developments via

our newsletters and promotional lit-

erature or offer helpful information

on a wide range of topics.

A warm welcome awaits our Global

Friends!

GLOBAL FRIENDS


